Released under the John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992 (44 USC 2107 Note) NW 53220 6/27/17

I. LITANI-9 REPORTED 16 NOVEMBER RALPH B. STEIN, U.S. CITIZEN, PP D 661033 (LIFIRE REPORTED PP D-6610033) OF E. S 2ND STREET CHICAGO ILLINOIS, LEFT CHICAGO 12 NOVEMBER AND CAME MEXI VIA CANADA WHERE HE GOT CUBAN VISA AT CUBAN CONSULATE TORONTO. ARRIVED MEXI 15 NOVEMBER. STAYED HOTEL AGNES, VISITED CUBAN EMBASSY MORNING 16 NOVEMBER.

CUBAN EMBASSY PAID $23.00 USD EXCESS BAGGAGE FOR HIM. STEIN WHO ENGINEERING DRAFTSMAN, SPEAKS ITALIAN. STEIN LEFT POSTCARD WITH L-9 TO BE MAILED TO SHIRL LINDS 1910 E. 52ND STREET, CHICAGO ILLINOIS WITH FOLLOWING MESSAGE: "DEAR SHIRL AND CLINT: IN A FEW MINUTES I LEAVE R.C. WHEN I GET SETTLED I WILL WRITE FROM.... I LOVE BOTH OF YOU VERY MUCH. RALPH." POSTCARD PURSUISHED BY CANADIAN PACIFIC AIRLINES WHICH WOULD INDICATE STEIN CAME MEXI ON CANADIAN PACIFIC. CANADIAN PACIFIC MANIFESTS FOR 15 NOVEMBER NOT YET AVAILABLE TO STATION. NO LOCAL DISSEN; DUE SENSITIVITY SOURCE, IF NOS DISSEN, INFO SHOULD BE CLASSIFIED NO FOREIGN DISSEN.

2. NO INDEX.